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OUR MISSION

UNLEASHING YOUR POTENTIAL
We unleash your team’s potential to deliver on your strategy. We do this by engaging the hearts, minds and hands of your
people; developing new ways of thinking and working, leading to incredible results for you and your organisation.
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Facilitation

Learning & Development

Coaching

Custom-designed, facilitated
workshops for team strategy,
problem-solving, team
dynamics, awaydays etc.

Bespoke blended, micro and
face to face training
programmes, (accredited and
non-accredited) for leaders
and teams at all levels.
Delivery by us or by your
own team with our facilitator
packs

Executive coaching for
leaders; team coaching to
achieve strategy; and highperforming leadership team
coaching programmes

WHAT WE DO

IN A NUTSHELL
We engage with leaders, teams and individuals to unleash potential
We understand the complexities that exist within organisations, structures and teams
We focus on the optimum and most agile ways of working to deliver strategy
We transform mindsets and drive success through a combination of learning solutions, coaching and facilitation
We grow by continually sharing our learning, having worked with over 75,000 people
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INVISIO 3DE PROCESS

1
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DISRUPT

DEVELOP

Based on our understanding of your needs, we
disrupt traditional ways of thinking and design
our facilitation, learning solutions and coaching
around your challenges, using the latest
neuroscience research to maximise impact and
results.

We develop and further refine solutions, using
proven methodologies combined with our
creative and innovative approach, to engage
and enable your team to deliver impactful
results.
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DELIVER

EMBED

Our delivery is engaging, agile and impactful –
our team have first-hand experience of the
challenges you face.

We support leaders and their teams to ensure
that new ways of thinking and working are
embedded within the organization for long
term success across sectors, disciplines and
global locations.
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MEET SOME OF OUR TEAM
TONY SHONE, DIRECTOR
An experienced facilitator, Tony has successfully worked with a diverse
range of people and organisations to help them achieve their objectives. He
has a wealth of practical ‘hands on’ management & leadership experience in
both small and large organisations and has designed and delivered
interventions for Danske Bank, Ryanair, the Defence Forces, Four Seasons
Hotels & Resorts and Liberty Insurance to mention but a few.
Tony’s international management experience encompasses Ireland, the UK,
United States and a number of Middle Eastern countries; in each case he
was responsible for large teams of people in both multi-unit and multicultural environments. Prior to forming Invisio with Louise, Tony held a
Senior Group Management role with one of Ireland’s largest and most
dynamic private companies. During this time, he was extensively involved in
the successful re-development of a number of businesses, two of which
achieved the prestigious quality ISO 9000 award.
Tony’s passion is unleashing the potential in teams in both new and existing
businesses. Tony has an MBA from the internationally renowned Henley
Business School.

LOUISE MC NAMARA, DIRECTOR
Louise Mc Namara has extensive operational, human resource and general
management experience in a variety of organisations as well as several years
consulting, training and facilitating in organisations around the world.
As an experienced facilitator, Louise has worked with clients in the crucial
areas of Organisational Planning and Vision & Mission development. She has
worked closely with the university sector, one of the top legal firms in Ireland
and a number of organisations in the financial sector. Working on new
business set-ups she has consulted in the areas of Human Resources and
Training and Development and is highly regarded in these fields. Louise’s role
within Invisio involves working in Ireland, Europe, Asia, Africa and the U.S.
Bringing a client to new levels of awareness, instilling lasting changes in
behaviour and thinking through Business and Executive Coaching, are
challenges enjoyed by Louise. Coaching helps the client focus on actions that
lead to results and consequently is proving increasingly popular as business
leaders strive to seek competitive advantage.
Louise has a Masters in Organisational Behaviour with Trinity College Dublin
/ IMI, achieving an Outstanding Academic Achievement Award.
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PATRICIA BYRON
Patricia Byron has over 25 years’ experience working in the Financial Services
Industry from customer service to senior management level. Patricia also has
extensive experience in the design and delivery of training, education and CPD
programmes for financial service professionals.
Through this experience, Patricia draws on a unique insight into the challenges
faced by organisations. She understands how to unite the developmental needs
of the individual with the needs of the organisation and has the ability to cross
the theory –practice divide. Her delivery style is facilitative and empowers
participants to reflect on their own development and learning.
Holding a Masters in Learning and Teaching, Patricia has a deep understanding
of the theories, research and practical strategies for learning throughout life
and delivers real techniques and strategies to support ongoing lifelong learning
and development. Patricia has a Diploma in Executive Coaching from IMI.

MATTHEW TYE
Matthew brings an extensive knowledge and experience of industry to Invisio.
After many years in Operational Management, Matthew decided to specialise in
training & development, joining a major UK Operator in a Senior Group Training
role. He has earned an enviable reputation with our clients for delivering
development programmes that add real value to both the organisation and the
individuals themselves.
Matthew has regularly trained leaders from various sectors and industries. He
has designed and delivered a Client Excellence Programme for one of the Top
5 Law firms in Ireland. He has developed a number of trainer packs for very
specific training needs for clients and facilitated the client to deliver the
programmes in house themselves.
Matthew is a member of the Irish Institute of Training and Development. He
recently achieved 1st class honours in his BA (Hons) in Human Resource
Management.

MAIRE O’ MEARA
Prior to joining the Invisio team, Máire worked as a training consultant in
France and Ireland, developing and delivering training programmes for a variety
of multi-national companies.
Drawing on her extensive experience, Máire is an effective facilitator of people
development programmes. Her skill in identifying and unleashing potential
together with her ability to relate to a variety of types of organisations makes
her a respected trainer who can quickly adapt to the needs of trainees across a
range of disciplines. She has also developed and delivered cross-cultural
awareness programmes, training management and staff to work effectively with
their overseas partners. She currently develops and delivers programmes in
People Management, Training & Development and Interpersonal Skills. Máire
has completed a Master Practitioner’s programme in Neuro Linguistic
Programming and is a fluent French speaker.
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KIERAN MC GOVERN
Kieran Mc Govern is a member of the Chartered Association of Certified
Accountants and has a successful accounting practice for a number of years.
He has held senior positions in financial management in small and large
organisations. Currently he operates as a financial consultant to many
organisations specialising in small and medium sized enterprises as well as
providing accounting services to clients.
Kieran is a certified trainer and provides training in all aspects of financial
management.

TONY DEVITT
Tony has extensive facilitation and management experience in a range of
settings including airport, retail, hospitality environments and has worked in
many countries creating, delivering and implementing programmes relating to
core skills, management development, customer service and corporate
culture. He has worked with Invisio for more than 15 years.
When not facilitating and training, Tony is a trained actor, and has appeared
in numerous RTE television drama productions. He also manages the
production of training video’s for Invisio clients.

BETTY NERNEY
Betty has over 20 years’ experience in business with a background in
operational management, Human Resource management and Learning &
Development at unit level, multi-sites and in Corporate roles. She has
extensive experience of business restructuring, change management, HR
systems implementation and organizational development. She has good
business acumen and a track record of making a difference for the business.
More recently she has concentrated her efforts in the area of service
excellence, leadership and performance management having successfully
completed service leadership programmes at Ashridge Business School.
Betty loves what she does and is passionate, energetic and enthusiastic
about it, with the ability to build rapport with people at all levels fast, uses
her quick insight to understand the critical issues and produce tangible
results.
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MARK FENTON
Mark joined Invisio in August 2017, having over 20 years’ experience in
global financial organisations (including 12.5 years within the AXA Group),
with a proven track record in finance, business development, HR and support
function strategies. In his later years Mark facilitated a number of inhouse
workshops for the world’s most valuable insurance brand, AXA.
Mark’s focus is on unlocking the potential and power of for organisations
and leveraging this through an inclusive culture. This translates into
pragmatic, tailor-made solutions (facilitation, training, advisory, programs,
networks and so on).
Mark has lived and worked in several global capitals (including 9 years in
London and 5 years in Paris), he has recently completed the Level 9 (master’s
level) Executive Coaching course run by the Irish Management Institute and
he is an active member of the European Mentoring and Coaching Council.
He works with individuals (of all levels within big and small organisations) to
help them unlock their own potential and realise their ambitions through
career and/or personal transformative coaching. He acts as a mentor to
businesses in Ireland and the UK and is part of the UCD alumni mentoring
programme.
Mark sits on the board of the Irish Film Board and chairs the audit & risk
committee, as well as Network Irlande (a Franco-Irish trade association) and
help these organisations in a pro-bono capacity.

BRID DEERING
Brid holds a Masters in Occ. Psych. & HRM, a Post Graduate Diploma in
Employment Law (2001 & 2015) and Certificates in Training &
Development, Stress Management, Mediation, Conflict Management and
Nutrition. Brid is a Certified Mediator (Mediators Institute of Ireland).
Brid Deering is owner and director of PeopleSkills Ltd, a HR compliance &
training company. Before setting up PeopleSkills Ltd in 2006, Brid worked
with Wyeth Pharmaceuticals as HR Manager for Ireland and with the Irish
Business and Employers Confederation (IBEC). During her time with IBEC,
Brid advised employers on all areas of HR, employment law and industrial
relations and represented companies at the Employment Appeals Tribunal
and the Labour Relations Commission. Brid is an associate trainer for IMI,
IMDA and Invisio.
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“In the hands of a competent
facilitator, a well-designed process sets
the stage and supports the group, as it
explores options, navigates conflict
and reaches decisions.”
- Beatrice Briggs –

FACILITATION
SERVICES
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ABOUT INVISIO FACILITATION SERVICES
We unleash potential. Potential in individuals, teams, organisations, strategy, ways of working and results. As highly
experienced facilitators we facilitate groups of any size to identify or clarify and align to their objective/s and work
on the best plan to get to where they need to be.
A successful workshop, event, meeting or discussion can have a profound impact on people and outcomes. As
facilitators we make it easy for you. You tell us the questions you need answered or the destination you need to get
to during the workshop or meeting and we do the rest. We design & develop a strategy to get from where you are
now to where you want to get to and on the day, we look after ensuring that happens. You get to focus on the
issue or opportunity and we look after the process.

Examples of the kind of events we have facilitated include…
Away days for all levels of teams from Ex Co through to a Customer Care Team in a University
Strategy development and / or implementation workshops
Leadership, HR and Operations Summits
Programme reviews
Quality Process workshops
Customer Engagement Workshops
Consultation workshops for a range of organisations, sectors and types
Major change initiatives in large organisations, starting with the Ex Co and rolling out across all functions, sites
and levels
Exploring scenarios and options
Brainstorming events
Cost saving workshops
Culture programme facilitation
And even a meeting of just 2 people trying to figure out the way ahead

Our facilitation style and approach
We facilitate participants to keep a ‘clear line of thought’ around the questions that need to be answered. Without
a facilitator a group will often go off track, go around in circles and / or only partially address the questions. They
will be influenced by others and often are victims of ‘fight or flight’. Our style is to ensure they ‘face’ the questions.
In facilitation all opinions count, and we encourage all voices to be heard. We protect ideas that would otherwise
be brushed over until the group explores if there is anything in the idea.
We bring our values of engagement relationships, disruption, action & impact to every facilitation event.
We match the approach to the specific objectives and group. We use a range of styles including ToP (Technologies
of participation), World Café, Open Space and many others.
All our facilitated events be they 2 hours or 2 days have these 4 key elements:
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Opening
Activities to help kick off a group session.

Divergence
Activities to explore and understand a situation and to generate ideas. They help widen the groups’ thinking so
opportunities are properly explored before decision-making begins.

Convergence
Activities to facilitate decision-making and action-setting. They help the group narrow down the set of available
options and come to conclusions.

Closing
Activities to wrap up a meeting, tie up loose ends and inspire action.

Clients we have facilitated events for include:
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“Change is the result
of all true learning.”
- Leo Buscaglia –

LEARNING
SOLUTIONS
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ABOUT INVISIO LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT
SOLUTIONS
Bespoke blended, micro and face to face training programmes,
(accredited and non-accredited) for leaders and teams at all
levels. Delivery by us or by your own team with our facilitator
packs designed for you
As Dr. Stephen Covey, author of the 7 Habits would have said – “let’s begin with the end in mind” – At Invisio we
offer a complete range of training programmes – but we would much rather understand where you need your
people to be (in terms of knowledge, skills and mindsets) before jumping in with a proposal.
We recognise every client is different and has different needs and levels of expertise in house. We pride ourselves
in working with our clients to develop practical, yet innovative training & development solutions that deliver real
results.
A consultation can help us identify clear learning outcomes from which we can design practical solutions that help
deliver on your strategy. Design of content is one thing, but we go a step further to make sure our interventions
deliver incredible results for the longer term – this means well thought out learning transfer supports
a clear understanding of the environment you are operating in and where you need to be
the practical opportunities and challenges to be addressed
identifying how your people can be supported and coached to implement their learning and deliver the results
you need
how success will be measured
Learning is a journey – not an event. We have invested heavily to understand the neuroscience of learning and
come up with the tools to enable the effective transfer of learning back into the workplace. Onsite delivery of a
training programme is one option but may not always be the best solution for you. Getting people together can be
impractical and costly and the neuroscience tells us that spacing learning interventions can be much more effective.
That’s why at Invisio, apart from the traditional approach of face to face workshops, we can provide you with a
range of delivery options, including:
Invisio’s online learning platform for access to learning resources and
pre and post workshop activities
Blended and flipped classroom interventions. Using cutting edge
technologies, we can recreate the traditional face to face workshop
online, including online video syndicate discussion groups
Participant’s online learning journals, which can be viewed by their
manager and the Invisio facilitator
Wherever you see this icon next to a programme, we can offer online,
blended and flipped classroom options.
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Invisio are fully accredited to offer Awards and Diplomas certified by the Institute of Leadership & Management;
the largest provider of leadership and management qualifications in Europe and internationally recognised, they
align to the National Framework of Qualifications providing a springboard for further learning and development if
desired.

Apart from our extensive experience delivering programmes, Invisio designs and
develops learning solutions in the form of materials and resources for many
leading organisations. From the training of your trainers, to the production of
trainer packs, online resources and professional HD video productions using
professional actors we deliver solutions that deliver real results.
Examples of work in this area include the design, development and delivery of a
programme to support the role out of new codes of practice in relation to alcohol
advertising, a Bank wide learning intervention and supports to deliver on Customer
Experience (CX) objectives, the development of a training intervention to ensure
consistency of quality in car testing, the development of an employee induction
programme for a global financial services organisation, the development of a training pack and videos for all retail
staff in a high street retail chain and the development of a blended solution for a franchised chain of off licenses.
The latter of these projects resulted in Invisio receiving an outstanding achievement award in the category of Best
Consultancy Partnership.
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LEADING YOUR PEOPLE PROGRAMMES
If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, do more and become more, you are a leader.
- John Quincy Adams

It is a great responsibility to lead people effectively. For the people being led, it can be difficult working for a
supervisor or manager who has not been trained in the skills of managing leadership. And for the leader themselves,
it can be frustrating. Yet how many people are promoted to a supervisory or management position without being
developed for the role?
Our Leading Your People programmes are designed to be as practical as possible and are delivered by facilitators
who have ‘been there’ and understand what it is like for the manager.

ILM Accredited
We are delighted to be an accredited Institute of Leadership & Management (ILM) centre and can offer
awards and diplomas in Leadership and Management up to Level 6 on NFQ (National Framework for
Qualifications).
Invisio has designed, developed and delivered customised Leadership Programmes, many of which included inputs
from SME’s and Leaders within the business and included project work, action learning sets and coaching, for
companies including:

Don’t see what you need?
For more information on our accredited training programmes or custom designed learning solutions please contact
us:
T: +353 45 900810 or E: info@invisio.ie
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AWARD IN LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
Are you looking to develop management and leadership capability that delivers real returns to the organisation? Delivered by experienced people managers, this nationally recognised Award programme provides participants with
the essential knowledge and will develop the personal abilities and technical skills needed to be an effective
manager. The classroom sessions are highly relevant, realistic and highly participative, whilst assignments are based
around action learning.
“93% of employers see tangible increase in their managers' capability after an ILM qualification.”

Learning Outcomes
At the end of this Award programme participants will be able to:
Understand the leader’s role of embedding vision, mission and values into the every-day operations
Recognise the need for common sense of purpose
Communicate effectively using a range of communication styles
Understand the importance of team motivation and be able to improve levels of motivation and increase
performance in the workplace
Identify workplace problems and take a structured approach to implementing the best solution

Programme Format
Participants will participate in 3 classroom based full day sessions over 3 months and complete several work-based
assignments. We use accelerated learning techniques that combined with relevant work-related projects ensure
learners get to apply their learning quickly, with both the learner and the organisation seeing the benefits of the
investment.

Award Details
Invisio are fully accredited to offer Awards and Diplomas certified by the Institute of Leadership & ILM. ILM is the
largest provider of leadership and management qualifications in Europe. Management. Internationally recognized,
they align to the National Framework of Qualifications providing a springboard for further learning and
development if desired.
Institute of Leadership & Management (ILM) Accreditation: 3 Units / 9 Credits – ILM Level 4 / National Framework
of Qualifications (NFQ) Level 6.
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DIPLOMA IN LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
Are you looking to develop management and leadership capability that delivers real returns to the organisation? Delivered by experienced people managers, this nationally recognised Diploma programme provides participants
with a comprehensive knowledge and understanding and develops the personal abilities and technical skills needed
to be an effective manager. The classroom sessions are highly relevant, realistic and highly participative, whilst
assignments are based around action learning.
“93% of employers see tangible increase in their managers' capability after an ILM qualification.”

Learning Outcomes
At the end of this Diploma programme participants will be able to:
Understand how to identify and prioritise work-related development requirements
Be able to implement and evaluate planned development activities and apply learning in the workplace
Understand the impact of development on workplace performance
Understand how to develop and maintain effective working relationships and build a team
Understand the outcomes of effective leadership
Assess and understand the implications of their own leadership styles
Understand finance within the context of an organisation
Understand the factors that may affect performance and motivation in the work place
Be able to improve levels of motivation and increase performance in the workplace
Understand and manage stress in the workplace

Programme Format
Participants will participate in 9 classroom based full day sessions over 8 months, online group sessions and
complete several work-based assignments. We use accelerated learning techniques that combined with relevant
work-related projects ensure learners get to apply their learning quickly, with both the learner and the organisation
seeing the benefits of the investment.

Award Details
Invisio are fully accredited to offer Awards and Diplomas certified by the Institute of Leadership & ILM. ILM is the
largest provider of leadership and management qualifications in Europe. Management. Internationally recognized,
they align to the National Framework of Qualifications providing a springboard for further learning and
development if desired.
Institute of Leadership & Management Accreditation: 9 Units / 37 Credits –
ILM Level 4 / National Framework of Qualifications (NFQ) Level 6.
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TAKING THE LEAD
2 DAYS
A dynamic, interactive and impactful programme for new supervisors and managers

Summary
This programme is ideal for people managers who report into more senior managers and have the responsibility for
the day to day people management of their respective teams. The workshop is designed using the latest neuro
science research into how we learn and how we retain and reuse learning in the normal flow of our work.

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will have a fresh perspective on your role as a manager, a laser sharp
focus on the skills to enhance your impact as a manager, greater self & team awareness and a clarity on what you
need to do to be an even more effective manager.

Programme Content
Creating a common sense of purpose in your team
Building an effective team
Giving impactful feedback
Give clear instructions that result in the right actions
Get things done through others
Conducting pre-shift briefings / daily operations meetings
Giving bad news
Planning and organising yourself for success

What you will take away
A fresh perspective on your role as a manager
A laser sharp focus on the skills to enhance your impact as a manager
Greater self & team awareness
Clarity on what you need to do to be an even more effective manager

What you experience
A learning experience that is simple & easy to apply in the flow of your work
An engaging & challenging workshop
A laser sharp focus on the areas that make you a great leader at work
A disruption of your thinking about your role and how to be most impactful in it
An opportunity to discuss, explore & plan
Lots of skills practice & feedback
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PEOPLE MANAGEMENT
3 DAYS
An impactful, engaging and mind shifting programme for managers

Summary
This programme is ideal for managers who already have some people management experience, with responsibilities
for budget and people management above just the i.e. the full Performance Management cycle – interview through
to departure. The workshop is designed using the latest neuro science research into how we learn and how we
retain and reuse learning in the normal flow of our work.

Programme Objectives
To appraise the significance of your role in delivering on the organisation strategy
To recognise how to unleash potential in your team to achieve business objectives
To enhance your leadership style to achieve impact and results
To identify where each member of the team is at in the employee lifecycle, to take ownership and responsibility
to transition them for success
To demonstrate practical people management skills through structured skills practice using simple effective
models (practice and feedback)
To develop one's own and others resilience
To maximise learning & impact research tells us that learning solutions should be structured to enable optimal
learning before, during & after the workshop

What you will take away
A fresh perspective on your role as a manager
A laser sharp focus on the skills to enhance your impact as a manager
Greater self & team awareness
Clarity on what you need to do to be an even more effective manager

What you experience

Skills you will develop

A learning experience that is simple & easy to apply
in the flow of your work
An engaging & challenging workshop
A laser sharp focus on the 6 Manager 'How To's'
A disruption of your thinking about your role and
how to be most impactful in it
An opportunity to discuss, explore & plan
Lots of skills practice & feedback

Systematic approach to achieving results
Clear line of sight
Team Development
Assessing performance
Impactful Feedback
Development planning
Performance Management -self & others
Coaching Conversations
Challenging the status quo for the best results
Get and keep your team on board
Critique your own leadership style v's HighPerformance Leaders
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ADVANCED LEADERSHIP
3 DAYS
Learn how to get the best from your team

Programme Objectives
Facilitate the development of a High-Performance Leadership Team
Develop longer term, strategic thinking and skills in participants
Increase self-awareness among participants and enhance their understanding of behaviour and its effect – both
their own and others
Build skills to empower others through a coaching style of management

Programme Content
3 Modules:
1. The Strategic Leader
2. The Self-Aware Leader
3. The Empowering Leader
Self-Awareness Tools:
1. Personality Profile
2. 360-degree feedback

Module 1: The Strategic Leader

VMOST approach: Values, Mission, Objectives,
Strategies, Tactics
The Balanced Scorecard 4 Perspective
approach
Strategic Planning in Action

Setting the Scene
Introductions – Objectives – Programme
Overview
The Strategic Leader
Attributes

Development of Strategy for the area you
manage

Developing your strategic thinking

How that ties in with the rest of the business

Making the time

Start the process of developing

Balancing strategy and operational
commitments

Feedback and guidance
Making it Happen

Strategic Planning Process
Addressing the 3 key strategy questions:

Next steps toward developing your 6-month
business plan
Expectations for presentation of plans

Where do you want to be
Where are you now

Preparation for Module 2: The Self-Aware Leader
About 360 feedback – managing the process
for success – dealing with the results
Thomas International Personal Profile – the
process

How do you get there
Linking the overall business strategy and the
strategy for the area you manage
Stages in the strategic planning process
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CONTINUED: ADVANCED LEADERSHIP

Module 2: The Self-Aware Leader

Module 3: The Empowering Leader

Self-Awareness

Your Leadership Challenges

Why bother

What are they – what is their impact on you and
the business
What would the ideal team look like – what
would they be doing – how would the approach
problems and challenges

The 3 dimensions: IQ, EQ & Personality
How to become more self-aware
What you know about yourself that helps you
achieve your strategy and what may stand in
your way if not checked

What does the Empowering Leader look like
Empowerment is not delegation

How You See Yourself – Personality Profile

The challenges and impacts of empowerment

Understanding the tool

About Coaching

Your PPA Report
Impact and effect

What is it and what it is not

Using your style to impact your effectiveness

Coaching vs. Mentoring vs. Training
Why bother

Understanding Behaviour & It’s Effects – Yourself
and Others
Understanding, managing and influencing others

A time to manage and a time to coach – knowing
which to use when
GROW / 6 Step Coaching Model

Getting the best from yourself and others

Question technique

How others see you
360 Feedback report

The steps

Leadership competencies and your role

The steps in action

Your score vs. others score

Opportunities to use this style with your teams
Coaching Skills

Strengths and areas for development

Continuation expressions, attending and
summarising

Personal development plan
You and your strategy

Skills practice

Knowing who you are and who you need to be
to achieve your strategy

The Coaching Relationship

Managing the gap

Key elements

Personal Action Plan

Being present & Active listening
Skills practice
Action Oriented Coaching
Powerful questions
Developing action plans
SMART goals
Skills practice
Personal Action Plan
You as the Strategic, Self-Aware & Empowering
Leader
What is your plan – how do you need to develop
– what specific steps are you going to take –
how will you hold yourself accountable as a
leader
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DIRECTORY OF SERVICES

TEAM MANAGEMENT
1 DAY
Learn how to get the best from your team

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will be able to recognise when to manage and when to lead, recognise
their Leadership Style and adapt as required. They will also understand the stages of team development and what
an effective Team Leader should be doing at each stage while understanding how teams work. They will have
increased self– and team awareness and understand how to manage difficult situations in teams. Additional skills
they will learn will include being able to effectively coach their teams to improve, to understand the basic principles
of effective delegation and to know how to plan, run and attend effective meetings.

Programme Content
About Leadership
Leadership Vs. Management

Effective Delegation
A Structured Approach

Principles of Effective Leadership

What and How to Delegate

What Style of Leader are You

Who to Delegate to

Managing your Team

Managing Meetings

Stages of Team Development

Costs of Meetings

Managing Teams Effectively

4 Step Process

Getting the Best out of the Team

Stages of a Meeting

Managing Conflict in Teams

Role of the Chair Person

Team Working in Action

Attending Meetings

Supervising for performance
Practice
Feedback
Coaching for Success
Coaching Individuals & Teams
Coaching Styles
Coaching Model
Role Play
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DIRECTORY OF SERVICES

TEAM BUILDING
0.5 DAY
Learn how to build an effective team

Summary
This programme is designed for team members rather than team managers (although managers are encouraged to
attend with their own team). The programme builds awareness of team working and helps build high performing
teams.

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will understand the Stages of Team Development and what should be
happening at each stage to move the team forward. They will learn to identify the role each person plays on the
team, the responsibilities of individuals and the team and have increased self and team awareness. They will also
understand different behaviour types in teams.

Programme Content
About Teams
Characteristics of Effective Teams
Stages of Team Development
Synergy
Team Exercise
Team Roles
Understanding Team Roles
Values of each Role to a Team
Interactions between Roles
Trust in Teams
Team Exercise
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DIRECTORY OF SERVICES

COACHING IN THE LINE
1 DAY
Develop practical and useful coaching skills that you can apply immediately in the workplace

Programme Objectives
By the end of this one-day programme participants will understand the value and use of a coaching style with
managers and teams, be able to identify where coaching can be used to improve performance in their teams and be
able to use practical coaching skills with their teams in a variety of situations including feedback sessions,
development conversations, team and individual meetings and in any situation where they are aiming to increase
performance and results.

Programme Content
About Coaching

Being present

What is it and what it is not

Active listening

Coaching vs. Mentoring vs. Training vs.
Counselling (EAP)

Confidentiality
Skills practice

Why bother

Action Oriented Coaching

A time to manage and a time to coach –
knowing which to use when

Powerful questions
Developing action plans

6 Step Coaching Model

SMART goals

Question technique

Checking back

The 6 steps

Skills practice

The steps in action

Advancing Your Skills & Knowledge
Further reading

Opportunities to use this style with your teams
Coaching Skills
Continuation expressions

Your coaching action plan – 3 specific coaching
opportunities

Attending

Action learning sets – getting the best from
them
Reflective practice and learning journal

Summarising
Skills practice
The Coaching Relationship
Key elements
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DIRECTORY OF SERVICES

WINNING NEGOTIATION SKILLS
1 DAY
Learn how to achieve win-win outcomes

Summary
Building sustainable business relationships depends on the effectiveness of the negotiators. This course looks at
the art of negotiation from both from both sides and will help participants to develop skills which will secure firm
and long-lasting deals both to their benefit and that of your organisation.

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will enhance their negotiation style, by adopting a strategic approach to
negotiation, be more confident in their role, and in dealing with challenging situations, and be able to read the other
side better and understand how their manner and style can have an effect on the negotiation.

Programme Content
The Skills of the Negotiator
Communication Skills for the Negotiator
Making Your Message Believable
Your Communication Style and its Impact
Understanding the Other Sides Needs and Motivations
Win – Win, Win – Lose, and Other Outcomes
Your Negotiation Style
Preparing Your Game Plan
Crafting a Frame
Factors for Negotiation
Tips for Preparation
The Negotiation
Opening Gambits
Ploys – To use and watch out for
Making Your Offer
Closing the Negotiation
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DIRECTORY OF SERVICES

CONFLICT RESOLUTION SKILLS
2 DAYS
Learn how to understand conflict and to choose the most appropriate way of dealing with
it in each situation

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will be better able to deal with conflict situations as they arise in their
dealings with people. They will gain an insight into the potential of their own personal profiles and understand their
own behaviour and that of others and its effects. They will understand the nature of conflict and strategies for
resolution and demonstrate the skills necessary to effectively resolve conflict. In addition, they will understand the
different styles of communication, how to communicate more effectively and reduce interpersonal tension in the
workplace.

Programme Content
About Conflict
Underlying causes & indicators

Understanding Behaviour & Its Effects
Understanding behaviour types

Effects of conflict

Self-Awareness – Communication Styles

Typical conflict situations

Your natural reaction to others’ behaviours

Reasons for failure to resolve conflict

Areas for potential conflict

Main causes of conflict in your organisation

Assertiveness Skills

Your Role in Conflict Resolution
Alternative Dispute Resolution / Interest based
negotiating

The Characteristics & Principles of Assertive,
Submissive, and Aggressive Behaviour
Techniques in Assertiveness

Conflict resolution skills

Dealing with High Level Aggression

Conflict resolution strategies

Personal Action Plans
Identify potential conflict situations- action
plan

Your personal and preferred style of conflict
resolution
Handling conflict in meetings
Breaking down the Barriers through Effective
Communication
Skills & Barriers
Empathetic listening
Body Language & Tone
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DIRECTORY OF SERVICES

INTERVIEWER SKILLS
1 DAY
Significantly increase your chances of making the right hire with this practical,
mind shifting programme

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will be to:
Identify the stages in the Recruitment & Selection/ Talent Acquisition process and the Interview structure.
Explain actions to counteract unconscious bias at an individual level and throughout the process.
Demonstrate a knowledge of employment equality legislation and its implications in the interview process.
Prepare for and conduct a Structured/Behavioural interview

Programme Content
Talent Acquisition V’S Recruitment- The Critical difference
Overview of the Talent Acquisition & Retention process map
Employment Equality
What is Discrimination?
Who is protected under the Employment Equality Acts?
Addressing the Objectivity Challenge- Unconscious Bias
Preparing for the Interview as the Interviewer
Structured Interviewing
Questions and Question Techniques for Interviewers
Note taking in the interview
Structured evidence questions (CEQ’s)
Candidate Assessment
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DIRECTORY OF SERVICES

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
2 DAYS
Learn how to manage performance for your organisation’s success

Summary
This programme focuses people managers one of the most important elements of their role – managing the
performance of their team and individuals on that team. The programme looks at Performance Management from
entry to exit with particular emphasis on Objective setting, Performance Appraisal and Review. The programme
considers both the systems and the skills elements of Performance Management.

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will understand the role of performance management in the successful
management of people in their organisation, be able to effectively prepare for- and conduct appraisal interviews
and will have the skills to give effective feedback to staff and deal with difficult situations.

Programme Content
Module 1: Performance Management

Trends in Performance Appraisal

What it is and why do it

Types of Appraisals

Performance Management Tools and Systems

Appraisal Systems

Case Examples

4 Key Elements of any Appraisal System

The Psychological Contract

Appraisal Documentation

Developing & Managing Performance Contracts

Managing the “System”

Your Performance Management Action Plan

The Appraisal Interview

Module 2: Objective Setting & Planning

Preparation

Why set objectives

Structure

Cascading Objectives

Role Play

A SMART AS Objectives

Module 4: Performance Management Skills

Aligning Objectives from Company to Individual

Questioning

Turning Objectives into Action Plans

Listening

D-Day Principle – a Planning Tool

Body Language & Tone

Achieving Timelines
Objective Setting Exercise

Coaching Model

Monitoring & Reviewing Objectives

Handling Rating &
Salary

Managing Conflict

Role Play

Role Play
Personal Action
Planning

Module 3: Performance Review Meetings
About Appraisals
Why bother?
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DIRECTORY OF SERVICES

PERFORMANCE REVIEW MEETING SKILLS FOR MANAGERS
1 DAY
Learn how to prepare for and hold a successful performance review meeting

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will understand the role of the Performance Appraisal system in the
successful management of people and the business and be able to implement a successful Performance Appraisal
system in their organisation. They will know how to prepare for a Performance Appraisal Interview and how to give
effective feedback as part of the interview and also deal successfully with difficult situations. They will be able to
set and monitor objectives for individuals which link in with and help to achieve the overall company objectives and
ensure the development of individuals, to use an effective question technique as part of the Performance Appraisal
Interview and demonstrate an ability to carry out an interview.

Programme Content
Role of Performance Appraisal in the Business
Benefits to Appraisee, Appraiser and Company
Policy & Procedures
Preparing for the Interview
Structure of the Interview
Key Performance Appraisal Skills
Question Technique
Giving Effective Feedback
Setting & Monitoring Objectives
Handling Conflict
Interview Role Plays
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DIRECTORY OF SERVICES

POWERFUL PERFORMANCE CONVERSATIONS
1 DAY
Learn how to have effective and productive performance conversations with others
and develop your confidence in these situations

Programme Objectives
Powerful performance conversations (PPC) is aimed anyone responsible for the performance of others who wants
to enhance their skill of having these conversations and getting the best from them and the person involved. The
skills developed can also be used in conversations with peers, managers and others to increase effectiveness. The
programme is highly interactive and practical and focuses on the skill of having the conversation (as opposed to our
Performance Management & Appraisal programme which also focuses on specific performance management tools
and interventions, in particular the appraisal interview). The programme involves a high degree of skills practice.

Programme Content
Creating a climate conducive to productive performance conversations
Characteristics of a PPC
Types and opportunities
PPC’s in action
Preparing for, structuring and following up a PPC
Tips for difficult conversations
Relationship building
3 C’s – Communication, Clarity & Commitment
Powerful questions
Better conversations for better results
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DIRECTORY OF SERVICES

PERFORMANCE REVIEW MEETING SKILLS FOR STAFF
0.5 DAY
Learn how to prepare for and get the most out of your own appraisal meeting

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will understand the role of the Performance Management process, how
they and their teams benefit, and its role in the organisation. They will be familiar with– and successfully participate
in the process, including preparing for an Appraisal Interview, setting, agreeing and monitoring objectives for
themselves which link in with– and help to achieve the overall organisation objectives and ensure their
development. They will also be able to get their point across and ask effective questions as part of the Performance
Review Interview.

Programme Content
What is Performance Management
Benefits to You, Your Manager and Your Organisation
Making the Most of the Performance Appraisal Interview
Objectives of the Process
Documentation
Performance Objectives
Setting & Agreeing
Reviewing
Preparing for the Interview
Self-Evaluation
Performance Objectives
Accomplishments
Goals and objectives for the Next Period
Career Aspirations and Development
Useful questions & tips
Structure of the Interview
Opening, Body, Close
Putting your point across
Asking questions
After the interview
Review of Learning
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DIRECTORY OF SERVICES

MANAGING CHANGE – AN INTRODUCTION
1 DAY
Learn how to understand people’s attitude to change and how to effectively plan and
implement change more successfully

Summary
This programme is designed to provide the participant with an introduction to the change process and the tools
that can be used to manage and implement change. We focus on each stage of the change process and provide a
series of tools that allow the participant to make the transition from stage to stage. By following the change process
on a step-by-step basis, it is possible to bring about change effectively.

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will have a better appreciation of change, understand why people resist
change and be able to prepare for and implement change in their organisation.

Programme Content
The Nature of Change
Why change is resisted
Dimensions of Change
Learning from past experiences
Rules for overcoming resistance
The Response to Change
Comfort zones and understanding individual’s reactions to change
The cycle of individual response and how to plan for a successful transition
Planning and Implementing Change
Assessing the impact
Conducting a Force Field Analysis
Approaches to change – Kaizen and Business Process Re-engineering
Assessing risk and preparing contingencies
The 8 Change Phases
Tools & Techniques
Coping with Messiness of Change
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DIRECTORY OF SERVICES

MANAGING CHANGE
2 DAYS
Learn how to implement a change programme in the workplace

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will be able to understand the reasons why change may be resisted and
what individuals’ reactions to change might be. They will gain tools and techniques to help them successfully
implement change initiatives.

Programme Content
Day One

Day Two

Introduction to Change Management
The Nature of Change

Reflections on learning from Day 1 and articles
Review of proposals for change: Evaluate & Stress
test proposals
Benefits

Why change is resisted
Dimensions of Change

Risks

Learning from past experiences
The Response to Change

Impact Analysis
Force Field Analysis – Action to take to deal with
restraining forces

Comfort Zones
Understanding Individuals Reactions to
Change

Aligning the human resource with the change:
Organisational design

The Cycle of Individual Response

Gap analysis: the competencies of the
organisation now and what is needed for the
future

Tools & Techniques
Coping with Messiness of Change
Force Field Analysis

Develop & update draft action plan

The 8 Change Phases
The Team Profile – How we work together
The team profile and the possible implications
for the change process
Leadership Roles in Change
What we need to do - more of / less of – as
individuals and as a management team
Develop first draft action plan
Post-Day 1 Course Action
Read articles on change management (supplied
by Invisio)
Read and consider minutes / proposals from
the team on the changes to be effected and
summarise benefits, risks and action required
Prepare for force field analysis
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DIRECTORY OF SERVICES

TRAIN THE TRAINER
3 DAYS
Learn how to become an engaging and effective trainer

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will be able to identify where training is required in the workplace and to
design, plan and deliver appropriate training to meet identified training needs. They will understand the principles of
learning and be able to apply these in training situations. They will know how to monitor trainees, provide
corrective coaching where necessary, and assist in achieving the company and department training objectives.

Programme Content
Day One

Day Two

Setting the Scene

Group Training

Introductions

Introduction

Objectives

Development

Programme

Consolidation

Role of Training
Definition

Question Technique
Why use questions in training

Benefits of Training

Types of Questions

Your Role as a Trainer

Handling Answers

Systematic Approach to Training

Practice Session

Identifying Training Needs

Room Layout

Planning Training

Visual Aids
Principles

Considerations in the Design of Training

Use of various visual aids

Group Training
Structure

Day Three

Practice Session
The Learning Process

Corrective Coaching
Identifying the Need

How Adults Learn
The Human Brain

Coaching Steps

Aids and Barriers to Training

Assessment of Training
Preparation
Practice Session
Way Forward
Project
Assessments
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DIRECTORY OF SERVICES

TRAINER UPSKILLING WORKSHOP
0.5 DAY
Learn how you can build on your existing trainer skills

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will have identified existing training challenges, discussed – and resolved
these challenges, they will also have reviewed existing training material and their existing skills and delivery style.

Programme Content
Challenges faced by trainers - Problem Clinics
Review of current training delivery
Development of trainers’ skills and techniques
Making your training more interactive and memorable
Review of Learning

Who should attend
This programme is designed around the specific objectives of existing trainers.
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DIRECTORY OF SERVICES

MANAGING MEETINGS
0.5 DAY
Learn how to run meetings that are focused and achieve results in the minimum amount of time

Summary
Are you getting the most out of your meetings? Do you achieve everything you need to, or do you cover the issues
every time? Are issues crammed into AOB or the next Agenda? Do your meetings get hijacked? This programme is
aimed at ensuring your time in meetings is maximized for the benefit of all and that the time and energy involved
results in tangible results.

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will be able to manage more efficient meetings and achieve the desired
outcomes more effectively.

Programme Content
Critical Conversations
What makes a Meeting Effective?
Problems with meetings
Stages of a Meeting – the 4 Step Process
Decide the Purpose
Plan the Meeting
Execute & Control
Control the discussion - Gain agreement
Handling challenging participants
Reviewing & Improving meetings
The role and responsibility of the Chairperson and other key roles
Minuting Meetings
Attending Meetings
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DIRECTORY OF SERVICES

FACILITATION SKILLS
2 DAYS
Learn how to achieve successful outcomes as a facilitator

Summary
This programme is designed to provide a comprehensive grounding in the use of facilitation skills and techniques in
an organisational setting. Participants will gain sufficient knowledge and practical skills to design and run high
quality facilitated workshops and meetings to ensure they achieve successful outcomes in a timely manner.

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will understand what makes for successful facilitation and be able to
demonstrate an ability to conduct a facilitated session in a variety of settings and with differing objectives.

Programme Content
Facilitation - an overview

You as the Facilitator

What it is and where it is useful

Self-awareness

How it differs from other styles

What you bring as a facilitator

Profile, role and skills of facilitators

Personal development plan

How groups work

Models & Techniques of Facilitation
Introduction to facilitation models

Intervention Design & Preparation
Contracting with owner / customer

Techniques including brainstorming, problem
solving, environment, toolkits

Understanding expected outcomes and
stakeholders
Developing focus questions

Facilitation in Practice
Participants will gain experience in conducting
a facilitated session and receive feedback on
their style and impact

Identifying facilitation methodology to match
situation
Conducting a Facilitated Session
Starting the intervention
Techniques for gathering information
Achieving consensus
Conducting the meeting
Closing the intervention
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DIRECTORY OF SERVICES

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
2 DAYS
Learn how to manage your projects efficiently and effectively

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will be able to recognise the characteristics of a Project and identify the
lifecycle of a Project and the phases within that project. They will develop the skills to successfully manage a
Project from inception to completion. They will also understand the stages in Team Development and develop key
communication and interpersonal skills. They will recognise the importance of Assertive Behaviour and develop
skills to manage conflict and negotiate successfully. They will learn to set priorities and manage time effectively.

Programme Content
What is a Project?
Characteristics of a Project
What is Project Management
Role and Skills of a Project Manager
Project Lifecycle overview
Phase 1: Project Initiation & Definition
Phase 2: Project Planning
Phase 3: Project Execution and Control
Phase 4: Project Closure
Communicating Effectively
Interpersonal Skills
Behaving Assertively
The Stages of Team Development
Managing Your Time Effectively
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DIRECTORY OF SERVICES

MANAGING YOURSELF PROGRAMMES
Don’t wish it were easier, wish you were better.
- Jim Rohn

Being effective in our lives starts with managing ourselves. If we are to manage and lead others, then we must be
good at managing ourselves.
These programmes are designed to help you reach your full potential. Some are very focused on the individual,
while many are aimed at helping you relate to others.

Don’t see what you need?
For more information on our accredited training programmes or custom designed learning solutions please contact
us:
T: +353 45 900810 or E: info@invisio.ie
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DIRECTORY OF SERVICES

TIME MANAGEMENT
1 DAY
Learn how to manage yourself to achieve all the things you never seem to have time for

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will be able to prioritise tasks, delegate more effectively and develop a
personal action plan to manage their time more successfully.

Programme Content
Prioritising and Planning
Greatest benefit exercise
Prioritising using the urgent/important matrix
Planning cascade system
Key areas of responsibility
Weekly schedule
Daily to do list
Your relationship with time
Profiles and pitfalls questionnaire
How you personally ‘waste’ time
Time Eaters
Time stealers
Interruptions
Chasing other people
Time management tips
30 ways to save more time
Tips for meetings
Technology tips (email, internet, smart phones, apps, calendar, address book contacts)
Solutions to time eaters
High leverage tasks
Delegating effectively
Empowering others
Personal action plan
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DIRECTORY OF SERVICES

PRESENTATION SKILLS
1 DAY
Learn how to become an engaging speaker

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will understand what causes nerves and demonstrate how to overcome
them before and during a presentation. They will identify aids to retention and understand how to handle
challenging participants and difficult questions. They will also be able to identify a successful method for structuring
a presentation and for preparing for the presentation so that it is of interest and relevance to the audience, whilst
achieving the objectives of the presenter. They will understand the effect of body language in the delivery of a
presentation and the most appropriate type of questions to ask during presentations. They will be able to describe
the key factors to be taken into consideration in the use of visual aids in presentations and demonstrate the skills
acquired during this training programme.

Programme Content
Before your presentation
Preparation – what is the purpose?
Nerves and friendly faces
How people learn
Designing and structuring your presentation
Choice and design of visual aids
During your presentation
Putting it all together
Your voice and body language
Use of visual aids
Questioning technique
Dealing with challenging questions or audience
After your presentation
Thanking your audience
The call for action
Evaluating how you did, what changes you would make next time
Practice sessions with feedback
Personal action plans
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DIRECTORY OF SERVICES

CRITICAL CONVERSATIONS
1 DAY
Learn how to communicate clearly in crucial situations

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will be able to participate and speak up in critical conversations in a
confident and assertive way (on the phone, in small or large groups, in formal or informal settings). They will be able
to assess the participants in a conversation and present their case in a way that is more likely to appeal to them and
know when to “speak up” and when to “shut up”. They will gain the confidence to make their case in the presence
of more senior people and with difficult people, to effectively prepare and present their case, demonstration or
point of view, learning when and how to “Say No!” and answer those difficult questions.

Programme Content
Critical Conversations
What are they & what makes them critical
Our reactions to Critical Conversations
Controlling Yourself
Stages of a Conversation
What makes an Effective Conversation
Dynamics and Politics
Controlling Your Input & Your Material
Preparation & the 4 Fs Model
Structure of your point, your demonstration, your presentation……
Getting your point across
Handling those Difficult People and Situations
Types of difficult people and tips for handling
Handling questions
Getting yourself heard
Controlling the discussion
Saying “No”
Putting it into Practice
Scripted role plays – YOUR real-life situations
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DIRECTORY OF SERVICES

PERSONAL BRAND
1 DAY
Learn how to position and present yourself

Programme Objectives
During the session, participants will work through a series of exercise to uncover their uniqueness and will be able
to articulate this and apply it to opportunities available at work. They will leave with enhanced clarity, confidence
and conciseness in articulating their brand, to themselves and others. They will have an action plan to work to
continually enhance their brand and maximise relevant opportunities
As part of this programme participants will be required to conduct a mini 360 in advance , which looks at how they
show up for others – their colleagues, their friends, their family. These insights will be used during the session to
align with how they feel they show up and what their intention is.
The session includes a fun personality profiling exercise. If participants have already undertaken Insights Discovery
or any other psychometric test as part of the programme we will draw from that instead.
At the end of this programme, participants will:
Understand the fundamentals of Personal Brand, the branding process and how to select the appropriate tools
and techniques to use.
Commence the process of developing their brand around their project area,
Have an action plan to continue their work on their brand.

Programme Content
About Personal Brand

Positioning & Presenting Yourself

About Branding

Your Presence

What is a Personal Brand - the 3 Elements

Story Telling

Why Bother

Networking for Success

‘Have a go

Continuing to Share & Build your Brand

Know Yourself

Your Action Plan

Your Unique Behaviour Type
Uncovering Your Unique Strengths
Weakening your Weaknesses
Discovering Your Values
Fuelling Your Passions
Defining Your Purpose
Building Your Emotional Intelligence
Bringing it all Together – You and Your Career
– Owning It
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DIRECTORY OF SERVICES

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE (CX) CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE EXCELLENCE (CEE)
PROGRAMMES
Customer/Guest Experience Excellence Management is evolving and is what leading edge organisations are
focusing their efforts on to ensure they sustain their competitive advantage. We work with a range of organisations
from Banks and Financial Services to Retail and Hospitality businesses to help build firm foundations for CX success
by cultivating four critical capabilities. First, a preoccupation with excellence at all levels of the organisation and the
adoption of global best practice using the framework for the DNA of Customer Experience Excellence. Secondly, a
focus on engaging, empowering and enabling their people. Thirdly, the strict management of execution ensuring
experience designs are delivered by monitoring through “Mystery Shopper” and other measurement tools. Finally,
to ensure funding for genuine transformation, rather than incremental improvement, we help establish a clear
“CFO-credible” understanding of the economics that underpin CX. By creating the right internal capabilities, these
organisations are distinguishable by the degree to which their customer experience efforts are integrated and
connected.
We have worked with a range of companies to deliver programmes customised to their specific needs such as:

Don’t see what you need?
For more information on our accredited training programmes or custom designed learning solutions please contact
us:
T: +353 45 900810 or E: info@invisio.ie
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DIRECTORY OF SERVICES

MANAGING SERVICE EXCELLENCE
1 DAY
Learn how to understand your customers’ ‘journey’ and manage people to achieve
exceptional customer service

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will know how to manage people who are delivering service excellence
for their customers and be able to use the Customer Service Journey to better meet and exceed customers’
expectations.

Programme Content
Introduction to the programme
Ten golden rules
Management as facilitators of customer service excellence
Inverted organisation chart and service profit chain
Differentiating your service from your competitors
Syndicate exercise to establish ways to exceed customer expectations
Everyone has a customer
Mapping the customer service journey
Syndicate to map the outline of the customer service journey
Managing the way customers think about your organisation
Managing your team to deliver customer service excellence
Trainer presentation and group discussion
Measuring customer satisfaction
Strategy for managing customer service excellence
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DIRECTORY OF SERVICES

DELIVERING SERVICE EXCELLENCE
1 DAY
Learn how to “Wow!” your customers

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will establish what Customer Experience Excellence is and why it
matters; identify the DNA of Customer Experience Excellence and how to integrate the six elements of the
framework with customer experiences to have a positive impact on customer advocacy and loyalty; explain the
importance of emotional connections when engaging with customers and how to use emotional intelligence to
make the difference in all interactions; identify how to succeed in resolution situations with customers; and develop
personal action plan.

Programme Content
What is Customer Experience and why does it matter?
The difference between Customer Service and Customer Experience Excellence
Measuring current performance on customer experience excellence
Perceptions and what you want to be known for
Know your customers
Who are our customers?
What are their needs?
What are their motivations?
Customer Experience Excellence by Design
The Customer Journey Map
Opportunities to create positive memorable customer experiences throughout their journey
How to apply the DNA of Customer Experience Excellence framework
The Difference that makes the Difference- Emotional Intelligence
What is it?
4 Practical Tools for managing Emotional Intelligence
Succeed in resolution situations
Typical resolution situations
Steps for Successful resolution
Role plays on handling resolution situations
Personal Action Plan
Review of Learning
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DIRECTORY OF SERVICES

CUSTOMER CARE FOR TELESALES REPRESENTATIVES
2 DAYS
Learn how to “Wow!” your customers on the telephone

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will be able to explain the importance of providing exceptional service to
their customers, to identify the key stages of a telephone call and demonstrate the skills necessary to ensure that all
calls are efficiently and professionally handled. They will be able to demonstrate an understanding of how their
manner, voice and use of language can affect the caller and the outcome of the call, describe the process to follow
for questioning, and apply appropriate questioning technique. They will also identify the key principles in letter
writing and be able to understand and adapt to different styles of communication. They will know how to identify
opportunities to upsell and take advantage of sale situations and demonstrate how assertiveness can increase the
likelihood of a more positive outcome. They will be able to recognise challenging customers, demonstrate how to
deal with them effectively, recognise the dangers of stress and consider means of prevention.

Programme Content
Setting the Scene

Selling is Service

Introductions

Order taker or sales supremo

Programme and objectives

What is upselling & what can we upsell?

Why Do Customers Get Annoyed?

Selling techniques

The Qualities of a Customer Service Provider

Packaging before the price
Assertiveness Skills & Dealing with Challenging
Customers

The Structure of Calls
The 4 Stages of a Telephone Call

The Characteristics & Principles of Assertive,
Submissive, and Aggressive Behaviour

Taking Control of the Call
Telephone Etiquette

Techniques in Assertiveness

Communication Skills
Voice Personality

The use of Words & Assertiveness

The Spoken Word

Steps in Complaint Handling

Overcoming Barriers to Effective
Communication
Active Listening

Some Challenging Customers
Dealing with High Level Aggression
Dealing with Stress

Question Technique

Tension Relievers and Relaxation

Written Communication

Ten Stress Reducers
Action for the Future

Rules for Plain English
Styles of Communication
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EFFECTIVE TELEPHONE TECHNIQUES
1 DAY
Learn how to communicate clearly on the telephone

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will be able to explain the importance of providing exceptional customer
care to their customers, to identify the key stages of a telephone call and demonstrate the skills necessary to
ensure that all calls are efficiently and professionally handled. They will be able to demonstrate an understanding of
how their manner and voice can affect the caller and the outcome of the call and describe the procedure to follow
when dealing with challenging customers and complaints.

Programme Content
Setting the Scene
Introductions
Programme and objectives
Understanding our Customers
Who are our customers, what are their needs
What customers want from you
The difference is YOU
First Impressions
The Structure of a Call
The 4 stages of a telephone call
Skills analysis
Do’s and Don’ts on the telephone
Communication Skills
Active listening
Question technique
Conveying information positively
The voice personality
Handling Challenging Calls
Identifying challenging customers
Tricky calls
Steps in handling complaints
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HR MANAGEMENT PROGRAMMES
We work with all sized organisations to devise and deliver customised in-company programmes to equip human
resource professionals, managers and supervisors with the necessary knowledge and skills to manage employee
relations effectively and within the law.
Our range of HR Management Programmes include:
Managing for Performance, Absence & Complaints of Work-Related Stress
Conducting Workplace Investigations
Managing Disciplinary Issues
Introduction to Employment Law
Human Resource Management for Small Business Owners & Newly Appointed Managers
Employment Law for Small Business
Managing Absenteeism
Resolving Employee Conflict and Grievances
Designated Contact Person Training (Bullying & Harassment)
Annual Employment Law Update
Redundancy and Restructuring
Resolving Conflict: Mediation Techniques for Managers
How Compliant is your HR Department?
We have worked with a range of companies to deliver programmes customized to their specific needs such as:

Don’t see what you need?
For more information on our accredited training programmes or custom designed learning solutions please contact
us:
T: +353 45 900810 or E: info@invisio.ie
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MANAGING FOR PERFORMANCE, ABSENCE & COMPLAINTS
OF WORK-RELATED STRESS
1 DAY

Summary
This programme equips people managers with the necessary knowledge, skills and confidence to manage under
performance, problematic absence and work-related stress from identification of the issue through to
implementation and monitoring of a plan to address the problem to get the desired improvement in performance or
attendance. This programme is designed for human resource professionals, supervisors/line mangers and business
owners.

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will:
Know the legal and practical requirements relating to performance, absence and work- related stress
Understand the relevance of internal HR procedures
Know how to address issues both informally and formally.
Acquire the skills to give constructive and balanced feedback
Know how to administer an informal and formal Performance Improvement Plan
Know what records must be maintained
Know when to escalate the issue

Workshop support
You will take away:
A comprehensive paper on Managing Performance, Absence & Work- Related Stress (2017)
A number of checklists and templates
Sample policies.
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CONDUCTING WORKPLACE INVESTIGATIONS
1 DAY

Summary
This programme is designed to equip managers and HR professionals with the necessary knowledge, skills and
confidence to conduct a full and thorough workplace investigation, whether into disciplinary matters,
bullying/harassment or other employee grievances. The workshop is designed for HR professionals or employees in
a management role who will be responsible for or involved in conducting workplace investigations.

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will:
Know the legal and practical requirements relating to workplace investigations
Understand the relevance of internal HR procedures and the significance of conducting a fair and thorough
investigation
Know how to approach and plan an investigation
Learn the skills required to manage and conduct investigations in line with best practice and the law
Know how to draft a comprehensive quality report on the findings of the investigation

Workshop support
You will take away:
A comprehensive paper on Conducting Workplace Investigations (2017)
A number of checklists and templates
A sample report
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MANAGING DISCIPLINARY ISSUES
1 DAY

Summary
The objective of this programme is to provide managers with the knowledge, skills and confidence to pro-actively
manage disciplinary issues in accordance with company policies, best practice and the law. The workshop covers
the law on discipline and dismissal, the importance of fair procedures and the practicalities around the management
of issues such as poor performance, misconduct and absenteeism. The workshop is designed for employees in a
supervisory or management role, business owners and HR professionals or those who will be responsible for or
involved in dealing with disciplinary issues both at an informal and formal level.

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will:
Understand the legal requirements and the importance of following company procedures
Develop the skills and knowledge required to successfully resolve disciplinary issues in accordance with
legislation and best practice
Acquire the skills to prepare for and conduct effective disciplinary and appeal hearings up to and including
dismissal

Workshop support
You will take away:
A comprehensive paper on Managing Disciplinary Issues (2017)
A number of checklists and templates including sample disciplinary letters
A sample Disciplinary Procedure
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INTRODUCTION TO EMPLOYMENT LAW
1 DAY

Summary
This programme is designed for those with people management responsibility who need to have a basic
understanding of employment law, including working time restrictions, break entitlements, leave entitlements and
handling disciplinary and grievance issues effectively. The workshop is designed for business owners, supervisors,
managers or newly appointed HR professionals who need to have a basic understanding of employment legislation.

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will:
Know what information should be provided in a contract of employment and correctly identify the appropriate
contract to use depending on your business needs
Understand the law on payment of wages and deductions
Understand the provisions of employment equality laws especially as they apply to recruitment and terms and
conditions of employment
Know break entitlements and working time restrictions
How to calculate annual leave and public holiday entitlements and payment for same
Understand employee leave entitlements such as maternity leave, parental leave etc.
Understand the rights of part-time and temporary employees
Know the process to be followed for dealing with grievances and disciplinary issues

Workshop support
You will take away:
A comprehensive paper on Employment Law: An Introduction (2017)
A number of checklists and templates
Sample policies and procedures
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MANAGING YOUR BUSINESS PROGRAMMES
We are all in business to get results. These programmes are designed to help you to develop and implement your
strategy for success as a business and support your teams to plan for and manage your finances.

Don’t see what you need?
For more information on our accredited training programmes or custom designed learning solutions please contact
us:
T: +353 45 900810 or E: info@invisio.ie
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FINANCE FOR NON-FINANCIAL MANAGERS
2 DAYS
Learn how to understand and present important financial information

Summary
Financial accounts are an accurate indication of the business position. But all too often, managers are not familiar
with how to read these accounts, once presented to them. A thorough understanding of, and the ability to interpret
accounts as business indicators, will allow you to have much greater control over your business and its operations.
Being able to account for and interpret your own financial figures is vital, so that you plan effectively and learn from
past experiences.

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will understand how they can use their accounts to better run their
business/department and understand the fundamental principles behind the compilation of a company’s accounts.
They will be able to analyse and interpret the data in a meaningful way, using defined financial ratios and key
performance indicators while understanding the techniques used in forecasting and budgeting and the principles of
investment appraisal.

Programme Content
Demystifying the language of accountants
Understanding financial techniques
The Basics of Accounting:
The Balance Sheet
The Profit & Loss Statement
The Cash Flow Statement
Accounting Concepts
Analysing Accounts
Key Performance indicators
Profitability
Liquidity
Gearing Ratios
Efficiency
Forecasting & Budgeting
Cost Plus & Zero Base Methods
Costs & Pricing
Investment Appraisal
The evaluation of expenditure
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DEVELOPING & IMPLEMENTING STRATEGY
2 DAYS
Learn how to identify and develop strategies for your organisation

Summary
Research shows that 9 out of 10 strategies fail, often through poor execution. This programme has been designed
to give managers the tools and techniques to identify and develop strategies for their organisation and plan for
deployment. Participants will have ample time to start constructing their strategies, with time between workshops
to work on their plans, and optional post course tutor support.

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will be able to identify strategies for their organisation and effectively
plan change-using tools such as the Balanced Scorecard.

Programme Content
Where are we going?
Charting the changing landscape – looking at the external environment
Our business under the microscope – Internal factors that shape our strategy
A reality check – Capabilities and resources
The Routes to Take
Evaluating the options
Crunching the numbers
The Road Map
Developing and cascading strategy using the Balanced Scorecard
Strategy mapping
Planning for change
Staying on course
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STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT
0.5 or 1 DAY
In this programme, participants will discuss the range of strategy development needs in your
organisation, will share a generic methodology that can be used to develop a range of strategies
and share tools for practical application post-course

Programme Objectives
By the end of this programme, participants will understand and describe key strategic terms, be familiar with a
process for developing a strategy and understand how to facilitate thinking around developing a strategy.

Programme Content
What is strategy and why does it matter?
Strategy Development Process
VMOST
Vision & Mission
Values
Informing Your Strategy-The Reality Check
SWOT analysis & the TOWS Framework
PEST / PESTEL / PESTLEID
Evaluating your Strategy
EVR Congruence
McKinsey 7S
The Balanced Scorecard
Strategic Objectives
Gaining buy in from your Stakeholders
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BUDGETING FOR MANAGERS
1 DAY
Learn how to properly budget and forecast for operational and capital needs

Summary
In a rapidly changing environment, budgeting becomes increasingly challenging, yet as resources become more
scarce, the need to plan becomes even more critical. This one-day programme is designed to help managers
understand the process of budgeting and forecasting and prepare more meaningful projections, using appropriate
techniques. Participants will learn how to prepare both operational and capital budgets, including how to evaluate
and make a case for capital expenditure, and simple but effective techniques for managing their budget throughout
the year.

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will understand the process of budgeting, be able to prepare more
meaningful forecasts and projections and know how to make a case for capital expenditure.

Programme Content
Why Budget?
Stages in the budget process
Approaches to budgeting:
Incremental / Cost Plus
Zero base
Considerations, factors and assumptions
Understanding costs - fixed and variable costs
Where to focus – conducting a profit sensitivity analysis
Stress testing your budget
Phasing the budget
Understanding cash flow and the implications
Budgeting for capital expenditure
Preparing your business case
Presenting your budget effectively
Using your budget as a management tool
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PREPARING A BUSINESS PLAN
2 DAYS
Learn how to develop a great business plan with impact

Summary
Developing a plan that stands up to scrutiny can be a daunting task. This programme will guide participants through
the steps necessary to construct a meaningful and achievable business plan for their organisation. Applying theory
to reality, participants will have an opportunity to work on elements of their plan through the two days, using the
tools and templates provided. Optional post course tutor support is also available if required.

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will understand the key components of an effective business plan and be
able to prepare and develop a comprehensive and convincing business plan.

Programme Content
Introduction to Business Planning
Identifying your audience
Common failings in a plan
VMOST: Vision, Mission, Objectives, Strategy Tactics
Typical business plan formats
The 2 Most Important Pages
The executive summary
Key financials
The Marketing Plan
Marketing plan contents
Environmental Scans
Developing a SWOT analysis
Developing a value proposition
The Operational Plan
Deployment plans
Risk Management and contingencies
The Human Resource Plan
Aligning people to the plan
Make or buy – developing a resourcing strategy
The Financial Plan
Financial projections – P&L and cash flows
Capital & Strategic Expenditure plans
Key performance indicators
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CREDIT CONTROL & DEBT COLLECTION
1 DAY
Learn how to improve your cash flow and reduce the likelihood of bad debts

Summary
Collecting debts has always been a challenge in most organisations and leads to one of the main causes of failure –
inadequate cash flow. In these challenging times, you can’t afford to take the hit, and as many organisations ‘tighten
the belt’ you need to ensure that you not only collect on time but reduce the risk of the debt going bad. But how
do you do this whilst maintaining good relations with your clients? You’ve worked hard to get the business and you
don’t want to lose it nor your reputation with an inappropriate reaction.

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will understand how to approach debt collection while retaining good
relationships with their clients, be able to identify warning signs and know how to succeed in collection.

Programme Content
Introduction and overview:
The System
Being proactive – a customer friendly approach to credit control
Dealing with New Accounts
Offering Credit Terms
Assessing the Risk
Developing A Credit Policy
The People
Understanding the personalities
Skills needed
Words that work – and a few that don’t!
Dealing with challenging people
Pre-empting answers to the book of excuses!
The Strategy
Training your customers!
A team-based approach
Robust systems
A system for follow up - Developing an effective tracking system
Collection strategy
Telephone collection calls
Spotting the warning signs
Slow Pay? Can’t pay? Won’t Pay? The options…
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DIVERSITY & INCLUSION PROGRAMMES
The benefits of having a diverse employee base include, becoming an employer of choice, enhanced creativity and
increased idea generation. A diverse employee base brings more knowledge, perspectives and experience to the
company, helping it to appeal to an increasingly global customer base. Best in class organisations realise that
diversity and inclusion is a prudent business practice that has wide ranging benefits for both the company and its
employees. Investing in diversity and inclusion is a win-win situation. Being successful with diversity and inclusion
means nurturing a culture in which people can be happy, productive and successful.
We work with all sized organisations to devise and deliver customised in-company programmes to equip leaders,
HR teams and managers to capitalize on these benefits.
Our range of Diversity & Inclusion Programmes include:
Understanding Unconscious Bias
Inclusive Leadership
Agility in Action (designing & implementing smart/flexible ways of working
Sponsoring for Success (designing, executing & supporting a 12-month female/diverse talent sponsorship
programme)
Companies where we have delivered customized solutions in the area of Diversity & Inclusion include:

Don’t see what you need?
For more information on our accredited training programmes or custom designed learning solutions please contact
us:
T: +353 45 900810 or E: info@invisio.ie
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UNDERSTANDING UNCONSCIOUS BIAS
0.5 OR 1 DAY

Summary
Unconscious Bias – we’ve all heard the term. But what does it mean? Why is it important for me, my colleagues, my
organisation to understand? The human brain is bombarded with an ever- increasing volume of information and our
conscious mind is only capable of processing a tiny fraction (perhaps as low as 0.000004%!) of it at any given time.
To make sense of the noise, our brains categorise the world around us. This automatic processing enables us to
know what to expect and how to react around certain objects. It also means we automatically categorise others
human beings.
The problem is that our brains have created patterns of recognition to deal with all the data provided to us through
our senses and these patterns are connected with our life experience and can be our downfall. Our structured,
unconscious bias prevents us from hearing and considering diverse points of view, connecting with a diverse set of
individuals or understanding a diverse client base.
So, we need to understand our bias, recognise its impact and develop strategies for mitigating against it.

Programme Objectives
The goals and objectives of this highly interactive learning are:
Understand what unconscious bias is, what impact it plays in the workplace and why it is important for leaders
to recognise and adapt the subtle filters that they bring to work
Identify the critical areas where bias plays a significant role (recruitment, performance assessment, talent
development, governance, language, networking) to uncover the business case for the awareness and
management of bias as a route towards Inclusion & Belonging
Leverage pre-work and active participation on the day to augment self-awareness
Utilise a variety of techniques (short cycle consulting, mind-mapping, role play, videos) to illustrate the theory
and practice in a relaxed environment
Come away with practical and personalised action plans
Underpin your organisation’s commitment to Inclusion so as to harness the power of human difference by
creating an inclusive environment where every employee can thrive
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INCLUSIVE LEADERSHIP
0.5 OR 1 DAY

Summary
A lot is expected of today’s leaders – the ability to keep expertise up-to-date in a fast-changing world, the skill to
attract, develop and retain talent in a very competitive market and the drive to continually produce results in a
world full of disruptive start-ups. While these competencies remain important, another skill is proving to be both
effective and impactful – the ability to act as an inclusive leader. This programme is designed to provide the
participant with an introduction to the world of Diversity & Inclusion, why it matters to both to the individual and
businesses as a whole and how today’s traditional managers can transform into tomorrow’s inclusive leaders.

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, participants will have a better appreciation of diversity, inclusion and their links to
effective leadership. Participants will understand the business case behind inclusive leadership, the traits of an
inclusive leader and steps to create inclusive leadership across the organisation.

Programme Content
Participants will be taken through a personal diversity health check and given insights and experience practical
exercises (individual & group) across the following:
Diversity & Inclusion – what it is and why it matters
Business case for inclusive leadership
Signature traits of inclusive leaders
A brief introduction to bias
How to cultivate D&I in the workplace
At the end of the programme, all participants will leave with a clear Personal Action Plan.
The participant will also come away with a clear understanding and tips for practical application in a number of
ways, including:
3 ‘I’s model of inclusive leadership,
6 signature traits of an inclusive leader
8 ways to cultivate a culture of diversity & inclusion in your organisation
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“Coaching is unlocking a
person’s potential to maximise
their own potential...”
- Tim Gallwey –

COACHING
SERVICES
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ABOUT INVISIO COACHING
Coaching is a very impactful development intervention for a business, team or individual. It is a focused and
accelerated way to unleash potential. At Invisio we have a team of highly experienced coaches who work with
individuals and teams to enable them deliver to their best, have the greatest impact they can and develop both
themselves and their area of responsibility.
By focusing on a specific objective, in a coaching setting, individuals and teams can get clarity in a way that would
not happen otherwise, understand what it takes to get to where they need to be and identify key, specific actions
to get them there. The coach holds the coachee accountable for ensuring actions are taken, checking that the
person or team is moving closed to their objective and is unlocking any barriers, be they emotional or practical.
Invisio coaching is results based coaching. The focus is always on a desired future state which is clearly articulated
and visualised by the coachee from the beginning.
Our clients enlist the services of our Coaches for many reasons: because they what to improve their situation,
achieve goals and take advantage of opportunities, unleash potential, deliver on strategy…every clients goal is
unique to them. Goals could be around personal development, relating to others in a more effective way, being
more effective, starting a new business – it is up to the coachee, in some cases with their manager, to define what
goals they wish to work towards through the coaching process.

OUR COACHING STYLE & APPROACH
Our coaches use a combination of observation, listening, questioning and feedback to create a conversation rich in
insight and learning. For the coachee, they will experience a focus and attention that enable them to develop a
greater awareness and appreciation of their own circumstances. In addition, they will also create new ways to
resolve issues, produce better results and generally achieve their goals more easily. Our coaches are always
balancing empathy and directness in the right proportions to get the insights and actions needed.
All of our coaches are qualified in business and executive coaching and can coach individuals or teams. We use a
wide range of tools and techniques depending on the needs of the person and the situation. All coaching
interventions start with enhanced self-awareness as a foundation. We always use a psychometric test to accelerate
this awareness. We use 360 feedback, Emotional Intelligence reports and other tools as appropriate.
We match the coach to the situation, the organisation need, the coachee and the objectives of the coaching
engagement. Our coaches all have direct business experience themselves and were once the client themselves. All
have a focus on objectives and actions to move toward those objectives.
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INVISIO COACHING FRAMEWORK
Below is an outline of the Invisio Coaching Framework outlining the process for individual coaching from the
perspective of the organization, the coachee and the Invisio coach. The framework can be varied to suit the needs
of the organization and coachee and this is discussed prior to engagement. In some cases, meetings with the
persons manager may not be necessary or appropriate but where they are they greatly increase the commitment of
all parties to the process and to achieving tangible outcomes from the engagement.
Coaching
Objectives
•High level
objectives
agreed
between
manager and
coachee

Triangulation
Meeting
•Coachee and
manager meet
coach re:
objectives &
confidentiality

Contracting
•Between
coach and
coacheeprocess,
scheduling,
expectatations
•Start 6
coaching
sessions over
6 month
period

Mid Point
Check
•Meeting
between
manager,
coachee and
coach to
discuss
progress
toward agreed
objectives

End
•Meeting
between
manager,
coachee and
coach to
discuss
progress
against agreed
objectives and
development
needs where
approripate

We also coach teams, both as a team and individually.
These are just some of the organisations we have worked with in a coaching capacity:

We also support organisations in developing an internal coaching programme, from the overall vision and
framework to the development of coaches.
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COACHING TOOLS
A number of tools can be used to support the coaching process as appropriate. These are agreed as part of the
engagement process. The most common tools used are
Personal Profile Analysis
360-degree appraisal
ECR (Emotional Capital Report)

PERSONAL PROFILE ANALYSIS
Thomas Personal Profile Analysis (PPA) provides an accurate insight into how people behave at
work. Thomas PPA takes only 8 minutes to complete - online. The coachee is then provided
with an initial profile detailing behaviour characteristics, their communication style, their value
to the business, what motivates them, their basic fears and how they behave under pressure.
In addition, the coachee will receive an individualised Management Audit which looks at their decision-making style,
skills in delegating and developing others, planning and other management areas.
This profile provides an invaluable insight for the coachee and is used throughout the coaching process to gain
insights, understand and apply in achieving agreed objectives. In addition, the coachees understanding of the
Thomas DiSC profile system enables them to read others more accurately and use this learning to maximise the
effectiveness their interactions with others in the business.

360 DEGREE FEEDBACK
Often a coaching relationship will include a 360 degree appraisal element. A 360 degree
appraisal gathers feedback from peers, direct reports and the manager of the coachee with a
view to utilizing this feedback to frame their ongoing development. Feedback from peers and
direct reports is normally confidential, however, the feedback of managers and other senior
leaders will normally be attributed to them. The list of participants is normally agreed between the manager and
the coachee. The 360 process, if used, is an online questionnaire which is sent to the participants in the review
asking them to complete the questionnaire in confidence. Once input has been received from all participants, a
report is compiled by the administering organization and this report is utilized by in the coaching relationship to
focus development.

ECR (EMOTIONAL CAPITAL REPORT)
The Emotional Capital Report is a leadership development tool that provides
people with a comprehensive interpretation of their leadership potential based on
their emotional intelligence.
It takes 10-15 minutes to complete and is available in multiple languages. An individual’s detailed scores are
benchmarked against a database of 10,000 high performing global leaders. The ECR delivers 19 pages of practical
coaching strategies to develop emotional intelligence. It is possible to combine a self and a 360 assessment using
ECR.
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“Employee experience is
the wonder drug for
customer experience.”
- Forbes –

CX & EX SURVEYS
& FOCUS GROUPS
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ABOUT EMPLOYEE & CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE SURVEYS
There is a proven correlation between employee experience and engagement and customer experience and
satisfaction. Interestingly the correlation is not present in the opposite direction i.e. improving the customer
experience does not positively impact the employees experience. So whilst we measure both, we always
recommend starting with employee experience and engagement.

Our Employee Experience Surveys are designed to deliver prescriptive and actionable output to improve employee
engagement. We work closely with our clients to deliver tailored employee experience surveys, allowing for
analysis by location, department, tenure or any other appropriate levels.

We deliver
Survey design in full consultation with you and your team
Survey set-up and online hosting on our Qualtrics platform
Up to 40 measures plus demographics, plus up to 3 open ended questions
Email invitation and reminder administration (optional, recommended to facilitate reminders and to ensure
respondent confidentiality)
Online reporting for easy access to results
Respondent anonymity protected in all reporting. We can handle any employee queries about confidentiality by
email or telephone
Deeper results analysis and reporting in PowerPoint file
Availability of lead researcher throughout the process for updates and interim reviews
Full review of results and next steps

Following up with action
Once we have identified and prioritised issues for management attention Invisio can help implement a programme
of actions to improve employee satisfaction and engagement. Invisio is uniquely positioned to provide training and
facilitation to help with implementing these actions.
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Employee Pulse Surveys
These are short snapshot surveys of employee experience that take place at regular intervals (e.g. quarterly). Pulse
surveys help managers to monitor the impact of actions that have been implemented arising from the larger
employee experience survey.
We have worked in this area with organisations including:
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GET IN TOUCH
Main Office

+353 45 900810

linkedin.com/company/invisio-limited

info@invisio.ie

invisio.ie

twitter.com/invisiolearning
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